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~lAGNETOHCSISTIVE E:FfRCTS IN ~!ET/\LLIC 
HESTSTANCE STRAIN GAGES 

Jack Gunn 
~Jechanical €ngineer 
University of California 
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
Rerkeley, California 

ABSTRACT 

This paper presents empirical inforwn
t ion on the resistance chai1g c in •:::1 inva r 
strain ~ages when used in a steady mug
netic field. The error.s rcsultin9 frolll 
lllis effect can be lar<Je. ~:eans are pre
sented to prevent the occurrence of this 
effect, and to correct for it should it 
occur in practice. 

H!TROOUCTION 

The little-known effect of magneto
resistance can cause a spurious strain 
reading, IN CSRTAIN GAGES, of over 100 
microiuches per inch, when in fact no 
strain exists. Such a reading corre
spouds to a str·ess level of 3,000 psi for 
steel. Thus, an error amounting to 10% 
of the strength of the material might he 
due solely to the presence of a STEADY 
nwonetic field in which the stress meas
ur~ment was mode. 

The strnin-causeJ resistance changes 
in metallic strain gages (hoth wire and 
foil types) are very small. Consequently, 

phenomena, other than strain, which change 
resistance r:JUst be understood. The usual 
apr.;lication of wire or foil ~train gages 
invoJve!:i hriuge-type circuitr·y to measure 
resistance cllatu]es to iJ .sw11Jl fraction of 
1~(.. "'here are apvroximately thirty k11own 
effects wh~ch Ciln cause re~istanc~ ch~nges 
of this oruer<lJ. for ord111ary Clrcu1t 
work, most of these can be consiuered as 
minor second-order effects. ~his is not 
true of strain ~~age work! 'J o he so bold 
as to infer that the resistance change 
measured is <.lue to strain alone, it is 
necessary to eliminate, compensate, or to 
correct for the other 29 effects. 

Very few workers are called upon to 
make strain measurements in magnetic en
vironments. Consequently, this effect is 
seldom encountered in practice, but when 
it does occur, it can ruin an otherwise 
satisfactory measurement. It is impor
tant to note that this effect is distinct 
fro~ simple induced voltages due to chang
ing magnetic flux linkages. This l8tter 
difficulty is one of the most common type 
of spurious signals ericountered in elec-
trical measurements. . 
NOTE: Superior numbers refer to similarly 

numbered references at the end of 
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Consider&ble work has be~n done to in
vestigate m~gnetoresistancet2), but quan
titative application to strain gages is 
difficult. This is because the magnitude 
depends upon the degree of cold work of 
the rna terial. The three interrelated phe
nomena involved are: 

ae Elastoresistance 
b. Magnetoresistance 
c. Magnetostriction 

ELAST0RESISTANCF is the change i.n re
sistance with externally applied stra:i.ns 
and forms the basis for the use of metal
ljc resistance strain gages. For certain 
materials this e1'fect is larger than that 
which would be predicted by simple conser
vation of volume and the appljcation of 
Poisson's ratio. Such materials are sajd 
to have high "strajn sensitivity" and are 
used to make metallic-resistance strain 
gages. 

MAGNF:TORFSISTANCF is the change ln re
sistance of a ferromagnetic conductor 
under the influence of' an external mag
netic field. This change may be either 
positive or negative depending upon the 
material and its orientation w1th respect 
to the magnetic field. When the field is 
parallel to the conductor, its resistance 
increases with increasing field. At ex
tremely high fj_elds, resistance may de
crease again. However, ·~,o.rhen the magnetic 
~ield is perpendicular to the conductor, 
and hence to the current, the resistivity 
usualJy decreasf>s with increasing flelds. 

HAmPT0STRICTit1N is really several ef
fects, but is commonly considered as the 
Joule er:·ec t, \J1 i ch is the change in d 1-
mension of the material along the axjs of 
the app11ed magnetic field. Magneto
striction is exhibited by iron, nickel, 
cobalt and their alloys. Iron has posi
tive magnetostriction, nickel negative; 
and iroh-nicke1 alloys may have either, 
depending upon the composition. 

Magnetoreslstive and elastores:l.stive 
effects are interrelated and may be quali
tatively understood by consideration of 
the Joule effect. The magnitude of the 
change in resistance due to a magnetic 
field will be different for a strained 
thanfor an unstrained specimen. For ex
ample, in positive magnetostrictive mate
rials, this change with parallel field 
will be less as the external tension on 
the gage increases. This is because the 
Joule effect is caused' primarily by re-
ar :i.enta tion of the magnetic domains in the 
material. These domains are randomly 
oriented in unstrained metals. Thus, the 
magnetic field can have a strong effect. 

UCRL-SS::.l 

Tensile strain tends to line up the do
mains in the direction of strain, thus 
leaving fewer domains available for orien
tation by the flux and thereby decreasing 
the magnetic Joule effect. If the strain, 
or degree of cold work, is large enough, 
the magnetoresistive effect may thus be
come negligible. The effects of external 
compressive strains are opposite to those 
for tension. To further complicate the 
matter, negative magnetostrictive materi ... 
als display a reversal of the above
described effects. 

'1ther magnetic effects such as the Hall 
effect and ferromagnetic attraction are 
negligible under the conditions of most 
strain gage applications. 

RFSIIL!a 

The most important result of these 
tests is that ONLY GAGES IJF FLINVAR ALL0Y 
showed the magnetoresisti ve effect. Thus, 
the wjde1y used Constantan and Nichrome 
gages are suitable for applications in mag
netic environments. Unfortunately, Flin
var gages are most useful because they 
have about twice as much "strain sensi t1v
ity11 as other common alloys. This conclu
sion is drawn from tests performed on 
bonded-wire and foil resistance strain 
gages of the following alloys: Flinvar 
(57% iron, 34% nickel), Constantan (92% 
platinum with 8% tungsten), and the hE>a t
resistant aJJoy Nichrome. 

The tests WE're performed simply with 
the test gages mounted on an aluminum 
cantilever beam which could be inserted 
ir.to an accurately known magnetic field. 
An adjusting screw and dial indicator pro
vided means to measure the deflection of 
the cantilevE>r beam. The strain gage 
bridge information was obtained with a 
Baldwin Type L strain indicator, a 2,000-
cycle refE>rence bridge type instrument. 

The test results shown in Fig. 1 and 2 
are consistent with the foregoing theory. 
They show the change in resistance versus 
magnetic field strength, wlth applied ex
ternal strain as the parameter. Curves 
were obtained for each of the three or
thogonal orientations of the' gage with re
spect to the field. No measurements were 
made of the effect for other orlentations. 
However, the magnitude of the effect is 
.q,u.i te s ensi.tiY..e-toJ:umll changes 1..o..Dr i en
tat:ton...wi th respect to the magnetic field. 

MINIMIZING THE FRRDB£ 

No measurable magnetoresistive effects 
were found in Cons tan tan or Nichrome gages, 
either foil or wire. When gages must be 
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used near magnetic circuits, the less sen
sitive Cons tan tan or Nichrome gages should 
be used. The use of the high-sensitivity 
F.linvar gages is not recommended. It is 
important to note that the stray magnetic 
field around large electrical machinery 
may easily be 50 gauss. For example, 
electromagnetic shaker tables are fre
quently used in laboratories. They have 
high stray fields. 

From Fig. 1 we can see that an F11nvar 
gage with an applied real compression of 
400 microinches per 1.nch would have a spu
rious strain er~or of approximately 90 
microinches per inch when used in a 50-
gauss field. A simple magnetic shield of 
quarter-inch steel can reduce such a field 
to a negligible amount. 

When the DIRECTION A~~ ~AGNITUDE of the 
magnetic field are known, the flinvar 
gages can be used by applying the correc
tions implied by Fig. 1 and 2. Note that 
under usual conditions (flux less than 
saturation and magnetomotivP forcP approx
imately at right angles to the surface) 
the magnetic field is at right' angles to 
ferromagnetic surfaces. This case is 
shewn :in Fig. 2. 

Correction involves an iterative-typ.e 
solution following the steps outlined be
low. 

1. Assume a real strain approximately 
that measured. 

2. Using its curve find the correspond
ing "magnetic strain." 

3. Add thls '1magnetic strain" to the 
assumed real strain (adrl al~ebrai
cally). 

4. Compare with the measured strain. 
5. Adjust Step 1 and repeat so as to 

reduce thA error to the desirP~ 
degree of accuracy. 

When the amount of data to be takPn is 
largP. enough to warrant use of comput~rs 
for data reduction, information from these 
curves may be fed into the computer which 
will then perform the required correction. 

The exceptionally high degree of con
sistency among strain gages is due to an 
elaborate system of quality control which 
the makers exercise. Because of this it 
is unlikely that the degree of cold work 
will vary much between lots of gages of 
the same material. Nevertheless, when 
work of high accuracy is required and 
Elinvar gages must be used in magnetic 
fields, the appropriate sections of the 
accompanying curves (Fig. 1 and 2) should 

DC R l. -? '' ~· 1 

be spot-checked to detect possible varia
tions between lots and lnd i vidual gages. 
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